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Abstract

Recent advances in methods for enrichment and mass spectrometric analysis of intact 

glycopeptides have produced large-scale glycoproteomics datasets, but interpreting this data 

remains challenging. We present MSFragger-Glyco, a glycoproteomics mode of the MSFragger 

search engine, for fast and sensitive identification of N- and O-linked glycopeptides and open 

glycan searches. Reanalysis of recent N-glycoproteomics data resulted in annotation of 80% more 

glycopeptide-spectrum matches (glycoPSMs) than previously reported. In published O-

glycoproteomics data, our method more than doubled the number of glycoPSMs annotated when 

searching the same glycans as the original search and yielded 4–6-fold increases when expanding 

searches to include additional glycan compositions and other modifications. Expanded searches 

also revealed many sulfated and complex glycans that remained hidden to the original search. With 

greatly improved spectral annotation, coupled with the speed of index-based scoring, MSFragger-

Glyco makes it possible to comprehensively interrogate glycoproteomics data and illuminate the 

many roles of glycosylation.

Introduction

Glycosylation is a ubiquitous and heterogeneous post-translational modification (PTM) of 

proteins used by cells to accomplish a wide variety of critical tasks and provide a flexible 

response to a changing environment1,2. Altered glycosylation profiles have been detected or 

implicated in numerous cancers and other diseases, making the comprehensive 

characterization of protein glycosylation critical to improving our understanding of health 

and disease3–5. Analysis of intact glycopeptides by tandem mass spectrometry (MS) has the 
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potential to simultaneously determine the sites and compositions of glycans on a proteome-

wide scale but presents several challenges due to the unique characteristics of glycosylation. 

Enrichment of glycopeptides is required to overcome low ionization efficiencies in positive 

ion mode6, and the heterogeneity of glycans, both at a given site and in the occupancy of 

possible sites in a protein, presents significant challenges to interpretation of intact 

glycopeptide MS data7,8. Recent advances in enrichment and mass spectrometric analysis of 

intact glycopeptides have begun to produce large-scale, high-quality datasets from a range of 

organisms and sample types9–13. The ability to produce glycoproteomic data at this scale has 

the potential to generate a paradigm shift in understanding the role of glycosylation in health 

and disease.

Interpretation of proteome-scale intact glycopeptide mass spectrometry data remains 

challenging, however. The most common method for interpreting glycopeptide mass spectra 

is similar to the treatment of other PTMs in proteomics database searches, i.e., to search all 

or a subset of potential glycans as variable modifications on all possible glycosylation sites. 

Several existing proteomics search engines have been adapted to search glycosylation as a 

variable modification14–16, and several glycopeptide-specific tools tailored to particular MS 

acquisition methods also use variable glycan modifications for small-scale searches17–20. 

The variable modification approach has two major limitations: first, the large number of 

possible glycans can result in a combinatorial explosion of possible configurations for 

peptides that contain multiple potential glycosylation sites, which is particularly problematic 

for the analysis of peptides with densely clustered O-linked glycans. The second is the 

highly labile nature of glycosylation during vibrational activation, including the collisional 

activation used solo or in a hybrid mode in the vast majority of glycopeptide analyses. The 

variable modification approach employed by many proteomic search tools, e.g. 
SEQUEST16, looks for fragment ions containing the intact glycan, even though glycan 

fragmentation during collisional activation makes b- and y-type ions very unlikely to retain 

intact glycan(s). Some search engines, e.g. Comet21, allow neutral losses to be specified for 

labile modifications, but the diversity of possible glycans results in a large number of neutral 

loss masses, which presents challenges when searching many possible glycan compositions.

An alternative approach can be found in the open search method22–29. In open searches, the 

peptide mass is determined by matching fragment ions without knowledge of the precursor, 

and the difference between the matched sequence mass and the observed precursor mass, 

called the “delta mass” or “mass offset,” is the mass of any unspecified modifications to the 

sequence. Crucially, for modifications that are labile, this strategy captures their presence on 

the precursor via the delta mass without requiring their presence on fragment ions, enabling 

a larger proportion of the observed fragment ions to be matched. A subset of open search, 

called a mass offset30 or multinotch23 search, uses this strategy to look only for a known set 

of delta masses of interest, such as those of known or potential glycans. These strategies 

have previously been employed for searching glycoproteomics data in iterative searches 

where an initial search pass is used to reduce computational complexity prior to the main 

search31. An iterative open search method has also been described using Protein 

Prospector32 in full proteome searches33,34. This approach was designed for electron transfer 

dissociation (ETD) data, in which glycans are not fragmented, limiting its potential for use 

with collisional or hybrid activation methods. Another iterative approach is that of pGlyco 
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28, which performs an initial search for glycan mass offsets from a large glycan database and 

scores those spectra on the presence of Y-type ions, before sending high-scoring candidates 

to a second peptide search with a full proteome database. The iterative strategy reduces 

computational complexity associated with the large glycan database, but requires that 

glycans generate abundant Y ion fragments, limiting its applicability to N-glycans 

fragmented by collision-induced dissociation (CID) or higher energy collisional dissociation 

(HCD).

Here we present MSFragger-Glyco, a glycoproteomics mode for the MSFragger search 

engine that applies the concept of open and mass offset search strategies to searching 

glycoproteomics data in a single pass, made computationally practicable by the fragment ion 

indexing approach of MSFragger22. Importantly, spectra are searched for all fragment ion 

series of interest simultaneously, including any of Y, b/y with no glycan or (optionally) with 

a single HexNAc remaining, and c/z ions containing the intact glycan, depending on the 

activation method(s) employed. This ensures that the score associated with any spectrum is 

generated from all fragment ions that can be reasonably expected, without noise from highly 

unlikely fragments, resulting in greatly improved confidence for the identification of labile 

glycans. Taking advantage of the ultrafast indexed-based searching, complex searches 

including hundreds of possible glycans and open searches can be accomplished in a matter 

of seconds to minutes per raw file. We applied MSFragger-Glyco to several state-of-the-art 

glycoproteomics datasets of N- and O-linked glycopeptides, comparing against published 

glycoPSM identifications from Byonic15, pGlyco 28, and SEQUEST16. In all cases, the 

glycan mass offset strategy of MSFragger-Glyco provided a substantial increase in the 

number of spectra that could be successfully annotated, and corresponding increases in the 

numbers of glycopeptides, proteins, and sites identified that could be identified from the 

data. For O-glycoproteomics in particular, this approach offered 2–6-fold improvements in 

glycoPSMs identified over recently published results from the same raw data, indicating the 

potential of MSFragger-Glyco for widespread improvement in the analysis of 

glycoproteomic data.

Results

Development of MSFragger-Glyco

MSFragger-Glyco takes advantage of the localization-aware (i.e. including shifted fragment 

ions) open search strategy35, with several modifications specific to glycopeptides (Fig. 1). 

Fragmentation of glycopeptides results in a complex milieu of products, especially in hybrid 

activation techniques such as EThcD and AI-ETD10,11,36–39. Because fragmentation of 

glycans is typically lower energy than that of the peptide backbone during CID/HCD, it is 

unusual to observe the intact mass of the glycan on b- or y-type fragment ions. This presents 

a challenge to typical (variable modification) searches, in that the observed mass of the 

precursor no longer matches that of the sequence that can be detected from the fragment 

ions.

MSFragger-Glyco can perform a fully open search (i.e. allow any mass offset) for 

exploratory interrogation of the data, and improved sensitivity can be achieved by restricting 

allowed mass offsets a set of user-provided glycan masses. An arbitrary number of these 
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glycan masses can be supplied to MSFragger-Glyco and set to correspond to either N- or O-

glycans. To improve glycopeptide searches, MSFragger-Glyco considers additional ion 

types, including Y ions (user-specified) and b/y ions with a single HexNAc residue 

remaining. In addition, it performs sequence motif checks for peptides and an oxonium ion 

check for spectra. For each peptide that contains a potential glycosite (N-X-S/T for N-

glycans or S/T for O-glycans by default), Y and (optionally) b/y + HexNAc ions are added 

to the fragment index (Fig 1a, right). The glycan mass offsets are only searched for peptides 

that contain a potential glycosite and for spectra that contain sufficiently abundant oxonium 

ions (above a user-defined threshold, 10% relative intensity by default). For all other spectra, 

a regular search is performed with no mass offsets or glycan masses allowed (Fig. 1b, left).

Potential peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs) are processed using PeptideProphet40 and 

ProteinProphet41 using the Philosopher42 toolkit, and filtered to 1% PSM and protein-level 

FDR. In doing so, we utilize the extended mass model of PeptideProphet to independently 

model peptides with different mass offsets22, corresponding to different glycan masses in 

this case. As a result, PSMs with similar database search scores may have very different 

modeled probabilities if, for example, one has a mass offset corresponding to a commonly 

observed glycan and the other the mass offset of a rare glycan (Fig. 1c, top) (see Methods 

for details).

MSFragger-Glyco Greatly Improves Identification of Labile Glycan Spectra

We evaluated the performance of the MSFragger-Glyco mass offset method for N-

glycoproteomic data using publicly available mouse brain tissue N-glycosylation data from 

Riley et al.10. This dataset, generated using HCD and hybrid activation method AI-ETD, 

represents the largest number of glycosylation sites found in such tissue to date. An example 

MS/MS spectrum of a glycopeptide selected for HCD fragmentation, shown in Fig. 2a, 

illustrates why the MSFragger-Glyco mass offset search strategy offers substantial benefits 

over the typical variable modification search. The spectrum is dominated by Y and B 

(oxonium) ions resulting from fragmentation of the glycan, while only a small fraction of the 

ion current comes from fragmentation of the peptide backbone, typically following extensive 

or complete fragmentation of the glycan. Peaks that would be considered in a variable 

modification search, i.e. peaks explained by the peptide sequence with an intact glycan 

present on Asn-9, are shown in red, and peaks matched by the mass offset strategy are 

shown in blue. By matching glycans as mass offsets between observed sequence and 

precursor masses instead of direct modifications, peptide fragments can be matched 

successfully following loss of the glycan (light blue), unlike in the variable modification 

search. In addition, MSFragger-Glyco adds the Y (dark blue) and b/y + HexNAc (medium 

blue) ion series to the mass offset search for glycopeptides, which represent the majority of 

matched ions in this spectrum. As a result, the conventional variable modification search 

matches 8 ions and <5% of the total ion current, while with the MSFragger-Glyco’s mass 

offset search with glycan-specific ion types matches 21 ions and >50% of the total ion 

current, generating a far more confident PSM. For AI-ETD spectra, glycan fragmentation 

from the laser irradiation results in a similar effect, although typically less so than for HCD 

since the degree of glycan fragmentation is lower, and some c/z-type ions can be observed 

with the glycan intact10. Importantly, the MSFragger-Glyco glycan offset search can include 
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shifted ions35, which contain the intact glycan for c/z-type fragments, allowing for matching 

of all ion types observed in AI-ETD and other hybrid methods, such as EThcD.

The comparison between the MSFragger-Glyco mass offset search and a variable 

modification search on the complete dataset, using the same set of 16 glycans, is shown in 

Fig 2b (see Methods for details). For both HCD and AI-ETD activation methods, the mass 

offset search annotated many more glycoPSMs than the variable modification search and, as 

expected, the degree of improvement was larger in HCD spectra (24% increase) than AI-

ETD (8% increase) (Fig. 2b). In many cases, the both searches successfully identified a 

glycoPSM, but with very different levels of confidence. For HCD spectra, nearly all 

glycoPSMs (>95%) had a higher score in the mass offset search, with over 60% having a 

substantial increase of more than 10 (Fig. 2c). As expected, the effect was less pronounced 

in AI-ETD spectra due to the lower degree of glycan fragmentation, but 81% of all 

glycoPSMs still scored higher in the mass offset search, with 33% having an increase of 

more than 10 (Fig. 2d). Overall, the increased scores and confidence of the mass offset 

search resulted in nearly 5,000 more glycoPSMs than in the variable modification search, 

translating to 20–25% increases in the number of unique glycopeptides, glycoproteins, and 

glycosites observed in the data (Fig. 2e). The ability of the mass offset search to capture 

fragment ions after glycan fragmentation thus gives it a unique advantage over traditional 

variable modification searches, resulting in increased annotation of spectra and ultimately of 

identified glycopeptides and glycoproteins.

Large-scale N-glycoproteomics with MSFragger-Glyco

To demonstrate the utility of MSFragger-Glyco for large-scale glycoproteomics analyses, we 

searched the HCD-pd-AI-ETD data from Riley et al. using the same 182 possible glycan 

compositions and protein database used in their search, as well as the same digestion and 

non-glycan modification parameters, and compared to the results reported by Riley et al. In 

their original publication, Riley et al. used Byonic15, a commercial platform that uses a 

variable modification-type search with support for glycoproteomics, to analyze the data. As 

with other variable modification-type searches, Byonic places potential N-glycans on 

peptides containing possible glycosylation sites and looks for fragments of those peptides 

that contain the intact glycan, b/y ions that have lost the glycan and Y ions.

MSFragger-Glyco obtained a dramatic increase in the number of spectra that can be 

successfully matched to glycopeptides, with 43,998 glycoPSMs to the 24,099 reported in 

Riley et al (Fig. 3a). This increase in identified spectra translated to a 56% increase in the 

total number of unique glycopeptide sequences detected, and a 36% increase in unique 

glycoproteins and glycosylation sites identified across the entire dataset (Fig. 3a). The main 

MSFragger-Glyco search took ~1.5 minutes per raw file on a desktop computer (6 cores, 32 

GB RAM), which, to our knowledge, is substantially faster than many existing tools 

(Supplementary Table 1). Both our MSFragger-Glyco search and Riley et al. report 

glycosites with a mixture of UniProt annotation levels, with similar proportions of sites at 

each level (Fig. 3b). The additional glycosites detected by MSFragger-Glyco are split 

roughly evenly between previously annotated in Uniprot and not. Despite the large increases 

in detected glycosites, the distribution of glycosites observed per glycoprotein and in glycan 
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compositions observed per site remain very similar to those reported in Riley et al. (Fig. 3c, 

d). Compared to Riley et al. and Liu et al.7, another study with N-glycosylation data from 

mouse brain tissue, our analysis of the Riley et al. data shows excellent overlap with the 

previously detected glycosites while adding nearly 800 new glycosites not detected in either 

previous analysis (Fig. 3e). As Liu et al. used pGlyco 2.0 to annotate their N-

glycoproteomics data, we re-analyzed this dataset with MSFragger-Glyco to obtain a 

comparison with this software package as well. MSFragger-Glyco obtained more than twice 

as many glycoPSMs as reported in Liu et al. across all tissue types (Supplementary Figure 

1a). Glycosites detected by MSFragger-Glyco showed excellent overlap with those found in 

Liu et al., as well as recovering a large number of sites not annotated by Liu et al. that were 

identified in the analysis of Riley et al. (Supplementary Figure 1b, c).

Overall, these results indicate that MSFragger-Glyco mass offset search performs 

exceptionally well for analyzing large-scale N-glycoproteomics data in HCD and hybrid 

activation modes. The 80% increase in glycoPSMs annotated from the same raw data with 

identical glycan and protein databases resulted in notable increases in glycoprotein and 

glycosite annotation, including confirmation of predicted glycosites and annotation of novel 

ones.

Deciphering complex, large-scale O-glycoproteomics data with MSFragger-Glyco

The several types of O-linked glycosylation are known to play important biological roles but 

have not been studied as extensively as N-linked glycosylation, due in part to additional 

challenges in enriching and analyzing O-linked glycans and glycopeptides. As in the case of 

N-glycosylation, O-linked glycans are highly labile during vibrational activation and occur 

in a wide variety of compositions. Unlike N-linked glycans, however, there is no consensus 

sequon for O-glycosylation, and some types of O-glycans are densely clustered in regions of 

protein sequence43,44. These factors make analysis of O-glycoproteomic MS/MS data 

particularly challenging, as many compositions potentially occurring on multiple sites within 

the same peptide results in a massive search space for any comprehensive O-glycan search 

by traditional methods. To date, large-scale O-glycoproteomics has proven challenging, with 

the most successful studies relying on simplifying the complexity of the O-glycoproteome 

by only generating a subset of O-glycans types, e.g. with SimpleCells45, by enzymatic 

reduction of glycan complexity13, or by searching for a small subset of highly abundant 

glycans in data that potentially contains many more compositions.

To evaluate the use of MSFragger-Glyco for large-scale O-glycoproteomics, we analyzed 

data from a recent study by Yang et al.12, which used a bacterial enzyme dubbed 

“OpeRATOR” that cleaves N-terminal to O-glycosylated Ser and Thr residues. The authors 

developed a protocol using this enzyme to enrich and analyze glycopeptides from human 

kidney tissue, serum, and T-cells with HCD MS/MS. The data was searched using 

SEQUEST in a variable modification mode with two possible glycans on Ser/Thr residues, 

resulting in the identification of nearly 35,000 glycoPSMs in the kidney tissue data (Table 

1). This resulted in 12 total glycan compositions observed at the peptide level due to co-

occurrence of glycans at multiple residues within some peptides. This is an important 

distinction when comparing with the mass offset search of MSFragger-Glyco, as the mass 
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offset is computed at the peptide level, including all glycan modifications present on 

separate residues as a single mass. To compare search strategies, we performed both variable 

modification and mass offset searches in MSFragger-Glyco with the same two glycan types 

and search parameters. The variable modification search gave results similar to the 

SEQUEST search, finding 38,632 glycoPSMs. To perform the equivalent comparison with 

the mass offset method, we searched the 12 peptide-level compositions (corresponding to 2 

glycan types allowed on multiple sites) searched by Yang et al. as mass offsets with 

MSFragger-Glyco, obtaining over 77,000 glycoPSMs, or more than double those found in 

the original search (Table 1). Even searching just two mass offsets (i.e. disallowing any 

peptides with multiple glycosites in the mass offset search) still resulted in a large increase, 

with over 50,000 glycoPSMs annotated. Because O-glycans readily dissociate in the HCD 

fragmentation used in acquiring these data, the vast majority of fragment ions lack glycans 

or glycan fragments entirely. The mass offset search is able to match these unmodified ions 

and use the offset between sequence and precursor masses to determine the glycan mass, 

enabling confident annotation of otherwise challenging spectra.

While the mass offset strategy considering equivalent modifications resulted in vastly more 

glycoPSMs than the previous searches, we sought to use the speed of MSFragger-Glyco to 

comprehensively analyze all glycopeptides present in the data. To do so, we first performed 

an exploratory, fully open search with MSFragger-Glyco to generate a list of abundant 

glycan compositions, then performed a mass offset search using this list. The open search 

revealed a large number of glycan compositions present in the data that were missed in the 

original searches, including fucosylated, sialylated, and sulfated glycans as well as masses 

corresponding to multiple glycans present on the same peptide. A total of 300 glycan 

compositions identified using open search were searched with the mass offset method, 

resulting in annotation of 143,136 glycoPSMs (Table 1), or 4 times as many as in the 

original search and nearly double the number from the 12-composition mass offset search. 

We found many additional glycopeptides, resulting in the identification of 365 more 

glycoproteins and many more potential glycosites than the original search of Yang et al.

Several factors contributed to this massive increase in annotated spectra, including our 

expansion of the peptide search space as well as searching for many more types of glycans. 

Because OpeRATOR cleaves at glycosylated Ser/Thr, but the sites of glycosylation are not 

known in advance, Yang et al. digested their protein database by cleaving at all Ser/Thr 

residues but allowing up to 5 missed cleavages per peptide to allow for residues that may not 

be glycosylated. Taking advantage of ultrafast indexed searching, we were able to allow up 

to 10 missed cleavages by OpeRATOR, and variable modifications including oxidation (M), 

guanidinylation and carbamidomethylation (K), and deamidation (N, Q), after the 

exploratory open search revealed substantial amounts of these modifications in the data. 

Guanidinylation is also very close in mass to the difference between a Hex residue and a 

HexNAc (with +1 isotope error), but these could be clearly resolved as guanidinylation is 

not labile (Supplementary Figure 2). These searches with very large peptide digestion and 

variable modification spaces, plus 300 potential glycan compositions, were still completed 

in a matter of minutes per raw file, despite complexity that would be prohibitive for many 

search tools.
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Given the proposed specificity of the OpeRATOR enzyme, Yang et al. assumed that all 

glycopeptides would contain a single glycosylation site at their N-terminus but noted the 

possibility that additional glycosites could be present if enzymatic cleavage at glycosylated 

Ser/Thr was imperfect. Glycosites reported in Fig. 4a are computed as in Yang et al., 
assuming the peptide N-terminal Ser or Thr is the only glycosite in the peptide, for purposes 

of comparison, though this likely underestimates the true number of glycosites in all 

searches. Our results show abundant evidence of these missed cleavages, particularly in 

cases where several glycosylated residues occur in series (Supplementary Figure 3). The 

mass offset search annotates multiply glycosylated peptides as containing a single composite 

mass offset, which works well when the glycans have largely dissociated from peptide 

fragment ions. This approach is not ideal for determining the exact location of each 

glycosite, but the HCD fragmentation used in this study resulted in the majority of 

glycopeptide spectra lacking any fragment ions retaining intact glycan(s) or glycan 

fragments, precluding data-driven localization in any case.

Applying the 300-composition search to the serum and T-cell datasets presented in Yang et 
al. yielded several interesting observations. In each case, the number of glycoPSMs 

annotated by our glycan mass offset search was dramatically increased compared to those 

reported by Yang et al., with 3.7 times as many glycoPSMs for the T-cell data and 6.6 times 

as many glycoPSMs for the serum data (Fig. 4a). The larger increase in PSMs in the serum 

samples can be attributed to the much greater proportion of fucosylated, sialylated, and 

sulfated glycans detected in serum (together comprising nearly half of all glycoPSMs) as 

compared to kidney or T-cell samples (20–25% of glycoPSMs), as the original search by 

Yang et al. did not consider these glycan types (Fig. 4b). Yang et al. also highlight 

differences in glycosylation sites and occupancy between tumor and normal kidney tissue 

samples. We find many additional glycoPSMs that broadly support the conclusion that 

glycosylation is increased in the tumor data, though observed only minor differences in 

glycan compositions between the normal and tumor kidney tissues (Fig. 4b).

The initial open search also revealed a large number of PSMs containing phosphorylation or 

sulfation, which are challenging to distinguish due to a mass difference of only 9.5 mDa. 

Peptide backbone fragmentation is often, though not always, a lower energy pathway than 

phosphate loss, particularly under conditions of high charge mobility46. In contrast, the O-

glycans in this dataset were observed to nearly always dissociate from the peptide, raising 

the possibility of distinguishing between phosphorylation and sulfation based on whether the 

modification mass is retained on fragment ions or not. We performed a competitive search 

that allowed both phosphorylation as a variable modification (fragments retain the additional 

mass) and sulfated glycans as mass offsets (fragments do not retain the additional mass) and 

computed a delta score comparing sulfated and phosphorylated possibilities. We observed 

(Fig. 4c, top) strong evidence for the presence of many sulfated glycans, as over 70% of all 

possibilities had a higher score for the sulfated glycan and exhibited large delta scores, with 

just 11% obtaining a clearly higher phosphopeptide score, and 18% indistinguishable. 

Analysis of sulfated glycopeptides is extremely challenging, particularly in the possible 

presence of phosphopeptides. Further validation of these results would be required to draw 

biological conclusions, but the clear distinction between scores obtained illustrates the 

capabilities of MSFragger-Glyco to interrogate highly complex and challenging data, 
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allowing us to identify large numbers of sulfated O-glycopeptides that would otherwise go 

unannotated in this dataset.

Discussion

Here, we demonstrate that MSFragger-Glyco provides superior performance for labile 

modifications, which we use to dramatically improve annotation of glycopeptide spectra. In 

reanalyzing several large-scale glycoproteomics datasets, we provide increases of 80–560% 

in the total number of glycoPSMs annotated, ultimately identifying many more 

glycoproteins and glycosylation sites from the same raw data. MSFragger-Glyco’s ultrafast 

index-based scoring enables complex searches for hundreds of glycan compositions and 

several variable modifications, and even fully open searches, in reasonable time. We have 

demonstrated the potential of these capabilities for both N- and O-linked glycoproteomics 

data, revealing hundreds of additional glycosites in the N-linked data of Riley et al. and 

delving into the complexity of O-glycans found in several human samples from Yang et al., 
uncovering trends in composition that were invisible to the original analysis and 

distinguishing between phosphorylation and glycan sulfation.

The open and mass offset-style searches employed in MSFragger-Glyco offer dramatic 

improvements in annotating peptides that have lost partial or complete glycans during 

fragmentation. Identification of peptides containing multiple glycans is also enhanced with 

these searches, particularly when glycans have been entirely lost during fragmentation, as in 

the case of the O-glycopeptide data from Yang et al. These searches offer mixed 

performance in localizing multiple glycans in a single peptide, as the addition of b/y + 

HexNAc fragments provides additional information for localization as compared to a 

variable modification search. However, multiple glycosylation sites on a single peptide are 

treated as a single mass offset, potentially resulting in poor localization if glycans are only 

partially fragmented. Identifying the peptide and combined mass of the glycans present 

recovers many glycopeptides that would not otherwise be annotated, even if exact site 

localization remains challenging. If there are sufficient glycan-containing fragment ions 

present, a post-search analysis could utilize the known peptide and glycans to perform a 

multi-site assignment.

As improvements to glycopeptide enrichment and analysis by MS continue, the quality and 

complexity of available data will continue to grow. MSFragger-Glyco provides a powerful 

platform to enable the next generation of glycoproteomics, combining an improved search 

method for labile glycans with the speed to perform very complex analyses. This method 

can be extended to glycoproteomic searches in other organisms and systems using by 

changing the glycan masses, Y and oxonium ions, and/or glycosylation sites in the search 

parameters. Similarly, MSFragger-Glyco can be used to search other labile modifications 

that are challenging to assess with conventional search strategies. These capabilities offer the 

potential to elucidate many areas of biology and disease that have proven challenging or 

even intractable, including the intricacies of O-glycosylation and large-scale analysis of 

sulfated and other complex glycans. Further development of post-search analysis tools to 

take advantage of these capabilities is ongoing, including conversion of matched masses to 

specific glycans and quantitative analysis of glycoproteomics data.
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Online Methods

Raw Data Preparation

In PXD01153310, N-glycopeptides from mouse brain tissue were lectin enriched 

(Concanavalin A) and analyzed by HCD-pd-AI-ETD LC-MS/MS on an Orbitrap Fusion 

Lumos mass spectrometer. Downloaded raw data files were centroided and converted to the 

mzML spectral format using MSConvert47, with HCD and AI-ETD scans filtered to separate 

mzML files. PXD009476 contains O-glycopeptides enriched from human kidney tissue, 

CEM T-cells, and human serum using an extraction procedure dubbed ExOO12. Enriched O-

glycopeptides were analyzed by HCD LC-MS/MS on Q-Exactive HF Orbitrap mass 

spectrometer. Downloaded raw data files were centroided and converted to the mzML 

spectral format using MSConvert version 3.0.19296-ebe17a86f. Liu et al.8 enriched N-

glycopeptides from five mouse tissues with ZIC-HILIC and acquired stepped-energy HCD 

spectra on an Orbitrap Fusion instrument. Downloaded raw data files were centroided and 

converted to the mzML spectral format using MSConvert. Further details regarding sample 

preparation and MS analysis can be found in the corresponding publications.

Open and mass offset searches with MSFragger-Glyco

The extension of open searching to include shifted ions for improved scoring with 

simultaneous localization of the mass shift (termed localization-aware open search) has been 

described elsewhere22,35. Briefly, searching “shifted ions,” or those resulting from the 

addition of a known (mass offset search) or unknown (open search) delta mass to a peptide 

sequence, as well as “regular ions,” or those resulting only from fragmentation of a database 

peptide, improves the sensitivity and quality of open (and mass offset) search results. Shifted 

ions can be indexed for rapid search by subtracting the delta mass from the observed 

precursor mass, enabling MSFragger to search shifted and regular fragment ions from a 

peptide simultaneously. Glycopeptide spectra are searched by providing potential glycan 

compositions as a list of allowed mass offsets. Raw spectra were deisotoped and de-charged 

in MSFragger-Glyco prior to analysis, which proved particularly helpful for high-mass 

glycopeptides. Spectra were searched with various ion types, depending on the activation 

method (Fig. 1b). For CID/HCD (vibrational activation only), only regular ions are searched 

as the glycan is assumed to have dissociated from peptide (either entirely, or partially to 

form Y-ions or b/y ions with a single HexNAc remaining) (see Supplementary Table 2 for Y 

ions considered). For ETD/ECD (electronic activation only), regular and shifted ions are 

matched (as in a typical MSFragger open/mass offset search) assuming the glycan remains 

intact on the peptide. For hybrid activation (both vibrational and electronic), only regular 

b/y-type ions (no shifted b/y) are searched along with regular and shifted c/z-type ions to 

match all possible peptide and glycan fragmentation products simultaneously. A sequon 

check was added to ensure that only peptides with a potential glycosite are allowed to have 

Y, b~, or y~ fragment ions and be matched to a mass offset (in mass offset mode). An 

oxonium ion check was added to ensure that only spectra with evidence of glycan 

fragmentation can be matched to a glycopeptide. The oxonium ion check searches for a user-

provided list of diagnostic fragment ions (the default list is provided in Supplementary Table 

3) using the same fragment mass tolerance used in search. Intensities of all diagnostic ions 

found are summed and compared to the intensity of the base peak in the spectrum. If the 
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summed intensity is greater than the user-provided threshold (default is 10% of the base 

peak), the spectrum is considered a potential glyco-spectrum. Mass offsets (glycan 

modifications) are only considered for spectra that pass this oxonium check and matches to 

glycan-specific fragment ions (Y, b~, and y~) are discarded if the spectrum does not pass the 

oxonium check.

FDR control for glycoPSMs

Our FDR approach is designed for large-scale glycoproteomics, in which sufficiently many 

glycopeptide spectra are available for the target-decoy approach to FDR to be used, and is 

essentially the same as the procedure for FDR control of open search results. Filtering was 

performed with Philosopher (v.3.2.5) (https://philosopher.nesvilab.org/)42, including 

PeptideProphet (v5.2.1) modeling of peptide probabilities, ProteinProphet (v5.2.1) protein 

inference, and Philosopher’s internal filter for FDR control. A combined target and decoy 

(reversed) protein database is supplied to MSFragger-Glyco. Reversed N-glycan sequons are 

checked in reversed (decoy) peptides to ensure the same number of potential glycopeptides 

are searched in both target and decoy databases. The extended mass model of 

PeptideProphet is used as described in Kong et al.22 to model probabilities for each mass 

offset (glycan mass) independently to account for the differing probabilities of rare and 

common glycans. For example, probability distributions for a subset of O-glycan masses 

(Fig. 1c, top) show a high modeled probability for a delta mass of 365 Da, corresponding to 

the very common HexNAc-Hex glycan, while a delta mass of 349 Da, corresponding to the 

much less common HexNAc-Fuc glycan, has nearly zero probability. Delta mass values are 

binned at a width of 1 Da in PeptideProphet, and precursor isotope error peaks are summed 

in this example, which is why probabilities can exceed a value of 1. The distribution of delta 

mass probabilities for decoys (Fig. 1c, “negative”) shows roughly even probabilities for all 

glycan delta mass values, as hits to decoy peptides are expected to occur randomly without 

enrichment for specific glycan compositions. Following PeptideProphet, protein inference is 

performed using standard open search settings in ProteinProphet and filtering is performed 

in Philosopher to 1% PSM and protein levels. A sequential filtering step is then applied to 

remove any PSMs matched to proteins that did not pass 1% protein-level FDR.

MSFragger-Glyco computes a hyperscore based on the number of matched fragments and 

their intensity, which is used to generate an expectation value that is passed to 

PeptideProphet for modeling. All ion types are considered equally when scoring, including 

Y ions. As Y ions include the complete mass of the peptide (and have no sequence position 

dependence), it is possible to obtain high-scoring false positives matching the full Y ion 

series from a peptide with sufficiently similar mass to the true peptide. As these random 

events are equally likely for target and decoy peptides, this increases the score require to 

pass FDR filtering, potentially reducing sensitivity if many Y ions masses are allowed. 

PeptideProphet parameters were as follows: extended mass model (4000 Da), glycan flag to 

separately model peptides containing the N-glycan sequon (for N-glycan data only), semi-

parametric modeling using expectation scores only, cLevel −2. ProteinProphet was used with 

default settings except ‘maxppmdiff,’ which was set to 20,000,000 to ensure peptides 

containing glycan mass offsets were not filtered out. Philosopher filtering was performed at 
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1% PSM, peptide, and protein levels, followed by sequential filtering of PSMs from the final 

protein list.

The extended mass model of PeptideProphet functions as the primary method of controlling 

FDR in glycopeptide-spectrum matching, though glycan FDR is not explicitly controlled. 

FDR control in glycoproteomics remains challenging48,49, and it is critical to ensure that 

FDR control and validation is used appropriately to rule out incorporation of low-confidence 

identifications into reported results. To validate that our approach appropriately controlled 

FDR for glycoPSMs, we performed several checks. First, there was not a significant 

difference between the FDR rates for glycoPSMs and non-glycoPSMs, and FDRs for PSMs 

containing each type of glycan all individually remain near 1% in all analyses performed 

(Supplementary Tables 8, 9). Second, searches were performed with an equal number of 

target and decoy glycans provided to MSFragger-Glyco as mass offsets to search to confirm 

that glycans not present in the data are not found at rates exceeding the expected FDR. 

Decoy glycans were generated by shifting common glycan masses by +20 Da (N-glycan) or 

+10 Da (O-glycan), after confirming there was no overlap with other commonly occurring 

glycans. In total, 0.6% (N-glycan) and 1.3% (O-glycan) of glycoPSMs were matched to 

decoy glycans (Supplementary Tables 4, 5), which broadly agree with the expected PSM 

FDR of 1%.

Variable modification searches

A modified version of MSFragger-Glyco was used to perform the comparative variable 

modification search for N-glycan data. 16 glycan masses were specified as variable 

modifications on N-X-S/T. The MSFragger-Glyco code was modified to allow specification 

of the full sequon for a variable modification (the standard version of MSFragger allows 

specification of single residues only). Oxidized Met was allowed (up to 2 per peptide) but no 

other variable modifications were allowed. Only 1 glycan was allowed per peptide. All other 

parameters were as in the N-glycan mass offset searches. For variable modification searches 

in O-glycan data, standard MSFragger-Glyco was used with HexNAc-Hex (365.1322) and 

HexNAc (203.0897) specified on Ser/Thr residues (up to 3 each per peptide). Oxidation of 

Met (up to 2 per peptide) and guanidinylation of Lys (up to 2 per peptide) were allowed as 

well, and the maximum total number of variable modifications per peptide was set to 4. To 

match the search used in Yang et al., peptides of length 7 to 46 residues were considered, 

allowing up to 5 missed cleavages by OpeRATOR. All other parameters were identical to 

those used in the O-glycan mass offset searches.

N-glycan mass offset search

MzML files were searched with MSFragger-Glyco using 182 mass offsets (Supplementary 

Table 6), identical to those used by Riley et al.10, against the glycoprotein database used by 

Riley et al. containing 3,574 entries with decoys added using Philosopher. Trypsin digestion 

with up to 3 missed cleavages was specified with variable modifications of oxidized Met, 

protein N-terminal acetylation, and peptide N-terminal pyroglutamate. Peptides containing 

the consensus sequon (N-X-S/T) and decoy (reversed) peptides containing the reversed 

sequon were considered as potential glycopeptides. Only spectra containing oxonium ion 

peaks with summed intensity at least 10% of the base peak were considered for glycan 
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searches. Data was deisotoped and de-charged in MSFragger-Glyco, calibrated, and 

searched with mass tolerances for precursors and products of 20 and 10 ppm, respectively. 

Errors in monoisotopic peak detection by the instrument were allowed (+1 and +2 Da). 

Precursor and electron transfer-no dissociation peaks were removed, and data was square 

root-transformed prior to analysis. For AI-ETD data, b,y,c,z, and Y ions were considered in 

searching; for HCD data, b,y,Y and b,y + HexNAc ions were considered. No b or y ions 

containing the intact glycan were considered in either mode. Spectra were visualized using 

Byonic viewer and PDV50 to determine appropriate ion types during development. Search 

results from all raw files and both activation modes were processed together using 

Philosopher. PSMs and glycopeptides/proteins/sites were compared to those reported in the 

supporting information of Riley et al. and Liu et al.8 using custom Python 3.7 scripts, 

pyOpenMS (v2.4)51, and Biopython (v1.74)52. Unique glycopeptides refer to unique peptide 

sequences present in at least one glycoPSM. Unique glycopeptides were defined as different 

peptide sequences only, i.e. different glycans and/or other modifications to an existing 

sequence did not count as additional unique glycopeptides. Glycosites were assigned to the 

position of the glycan sequon (N-X-S/T) in each glycopeptide, with peptides containing 

multiple sites excluded from site-specific analyses.

Data from Liu et al. was searched in N-glycan mode in MSFragger-Glyco with the same 

glycan database used in the original search of Liu et al. (7,884 entries, corresponding to 

1,670 unique masses) against the Uniprot mouse proteome database (downloaded 9/24/2019, 

17,019 entries) with decoys added in Philosopher. Tryptic digestion was performed with 2 

missed cleavages allowed, precursor and fragment mass tolerances of 20 ppm and 10 ppm, 

respectively, and b, y, b~, y~, and Y ions were used. Y and oxonium ion masses were 

identical to those used in searching the data of Riley et al.

O-glycan mass offset search

Kidney, Serum, and T cell-derived samples were searched separately with MSFragger-Glyco 

using reviewed human sequences from UniProtKB (downloaded 08/22/2019, 20464 

sequences in total) with decoys and common contaminants added using the Philosopher 

database command. The OpeRATOR enzyme used in Yang et al.12 cleaves N-terminal to O-

glycosylated Ser and Thr. Protein sequences were pre-digested at S/T with up to 10 missed 

cleavages, as not all Ser and Thr residues are glycosylated and the sites of glycosylation are 

not known in advance, except for 12-composition searches comparing directly to published 

results, in which 5 missed cleavages at Ser and Thr were allowed. The resulting peptides 

were introduced to MSFragger-Glyco as protein sequences in a custom database and 

digested with Trypsin, allowing 1 missed cleavage. Variable modifications of oxidation (M), 

guanidinylation and carbamidomethylation (K), and deamidation (N, Q) were specified after 

initial searches revealed high levels of each in the data. A list of 300 O-glycans 

(Supplementary Table 7) was curated from open search results on the data and passed to 

MSFragger-Glyco as a mass offset list. Peptides were required to contain at least one S/T 

residue to be considered for glycan search, and spectra were required to have summed 

oxonium ion intensity at least 10% of the base peak. Data was deisotoped and de-charged in 

MSFragger-Glyco, calibrated with parameter optimization, and searched with mass 

tolerances for precursors and products of 20 ppm and 10 ppm, respectively. Errors in 
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monoisotopic peak detection by the instrument were allowed (+1 and +2 Da). Precursor 

peaks were removed, and intensities were square root-transformed prior to analysis. Only 

unshifted (no glycan) b and y ions were considered in searching as very few spectra retained 

any glyco-related fragments following HCD. Filtering and validation were performed in 

Philosopher as for N-glycan AI-ETD data, with the exception of no glycan motif modeling 

in PeptideProphet.

For competitive search of phosphorylation vs glycosylation, searches were conducted as 

above except for the following changes. Variable phosphorylation (up to 2 per peptide) was 

allowed on S, T, Y, and glycan mass offsets included up to 2 sulfations (450 compositions 

total). The top 25 hits were reported to the pepXML output file to allow comparison of 

multiple possibilities per spectrum. Only spectra corresponding to PSMs containing either a 

sulfated glycan or a phosphorylation were considered for comparison. Delta scores were 

computed by subtracting the top phosphorylation hit from the top sulfated glycan hit 

(ensuring the same peptide was matched in each case). As shifted ions were disabled for all 

O-glycan searches, the mass offset search cannot match any ions retaining the modification 

mass on the fragments. Any case in which the delta score was less than 2 was considered to 

be indistinguishable. This delta score threshold for indistinguishable possibilities was chosen 

arbitrarily and is intended as a general illustration of the ability to distinguish these 

possibilities rather than a true identification cutoff or localization score.

Statistics

MSFragger-Glyco runtimes reported for analysis of Riley et al. N-glycoproteomics data are 

reported as the average of 3 repeated runs (details in Supplementary Table 1), with standard 

deviation reported. PSM modeling, validation, and FDR calculations were performed using 

existing tools as described above, and no additional statistical tests were performed on the 

output. A summary of statistical methods can be found in the Life Sciences Reporting 

Summary available with the online version of this paper.

Data Availability

N- and O-linked glycoproteomics raw data was downloaded from the PRIDE Archive53 and 

Proteome Xchange54, http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org, with accession numbers 

PXD011533 (Riley et al.10 N-glycan data), PXD009476 (Yang et al.12 O-glycan data), and 

PXD005411, PXD005412, PXD005413, PXD005553, and PXD005555 (Liu et al.8 N-

glycan data). Processed search results (raw data, MSFragger output files, and processed peak 

tables) that support the findings of this study are available in PRIDE (accession number 

PXD021196).

Code Availability

The MSFragger-Glyco program was developed in the cross-platform Java language, and 

incorporated in the MSFragger search engine (https://msfragger.nesvilab.org/) starting with 

version 3.0, which can be accessed at www.nesvilab.org/software.
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Figure 1. 
Workflow of MSFragger-Glyco. a) Data and database preparation. Raw MS/MS spectra are 

processed (left) and searched against a protein database (right). Peptides containing a 

possible glycosite have additional glyco-specific fragments added to the index. b) Spectra 

are searched against indexed peptides. If the spectrum contains oxonium ion(s) and the 

peptide being considered contains a possible glycosite, a glycan search is performed (right); 

if either check fails, a regular search is performed. Shifted ions (blue) contain the intact mass 

of the glycan on the peptide while regular ions (red) contain only the masses of the amino 
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acid residues. c) FDR filtering is performed using Philosopher. Plot of probabilities learned 

by PeptideProphet for a subset of mass offsets searched (mass 0 to 850 Da, masses with 

target probability >1% only) from O-glycopeptide data shows high probability for common 

compositions (e.g. HexNAc-Hex at 365) in the positive model, whereas the negative model 

shows similar probability for across mass shifts. Probabilities displayed are summed across 

isotope errors (0/1/2), resulting in probabilities than can exceed a value of 1.
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Figure 2. 
Comparison of mass offset and variable modification-type searches for N-linked 

glycopeptides. a) Example HCD tandem mass spectrum of peptide LSALDNLLNHSSIFLK 

with glycan HexNAc2Hex7. Fragment ions that match the identification assuming the intact 

glycan is present at N-9 (variable modification-type) are colored red. Note that none of the 

fragments annotated in red contain the glycosite. Fragments in blue correspond to the mass 

offset search, including Y ions, b/y ions without the glycan or with a single HexNAc (blue 

square) remaining. Oxonium ions are shown in black (not all are labeled). b) Number of 

glycoPSMs obtained for MSFragger-Glyco mass offset search (orange) or variable 

modification search (blue) from AIETD and HCD spectra. c) Score difference (mass offset 

hyperscore – variable modification hyperscore) for spectra that were annotated in both 
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search types for HCD spectra and (d) for AI-ETD spectra, showing a larger improvement in 

scores for HCD data. e) Table of results for MSFragger-Glyco mass offset and variable 

modification searches of 16 glycans.
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Figure 3. 
Comparison of MSFragger-Glyco and original analysis for N-glycan datasets. a) Direct 

comparison with identical protein databases and possible glycan compositions between 

MSFragger-Glyco and previously published results from Riley et al. b) Comparison of found 

glycosites to UniProt, color coded by evidence type. c) Number of glycan compositions per 

glycosite (all compositions, not separated by composition type) and d) Number of glycosites 

per protein found in MSFragger-Glyco and Riley et al.10, showing very high similarity in 

both cases. e) Observed glycosites from MSFragger-Glyco and original analysis of Riley et 
al. compared with mouse brain glycosites from Liu et al.
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Figure 4. 
Expanded O-glycan searches across tissues. a) Table of glycoPSMs, glycopeptides, 

glycoproteins, and glycosites from Yang et al.12 and MSFragger-Glyco reanalysis. 

*Glycosites are computed as in Yang et al. b) Glycan composition types detected in 

expanded searches by tissue type (Kidney (all), Serum, and T-cell (top), normal vs tumor 

Kidney tissue (bottom). Pie charts are simplified such that any glycan containing fucose is 

counted as fucosylated (for example), resulting in glycans that contain multiple composition 

types being counted in multiple categories. Overall composition trends are thus approximate. 

c) Results of competitive phospho-vs-sulfo search for Kidney data. Delta (hyper)score was 

computed by subtracting the score of the phosphorylated top hit from the score of the 

sulfated-glycan top hit of the same peptide. Histogram of delta scores (top) and proportion 

of delta scores indicating sulfated glycan, phosphopeptide, or indistinguishable (−2 < delta 

score < 2) (bottom).
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Table 1.

Comparison of MSFragger-Glyco and Yang et al.12 O-glycoproteomics search results in variable modification 

and mass offset modes. Note that variable modification searches with 2 glycan masses can identify multiple 

glycosites per peptide, resulting a total of 12 compositions at the peptide level found in Yang et al. The mass 

offset search used these same 12 glycan masses for comparison.

Search Search type
Glycan compositions 

searched GlycoPSMs
Unique 

glycopeptides
Unique 

glycoproteins

Yang 2018 (SEQUEST) Variable Modification 12 34,978 2,076 592

MSFragger-Glyco Variable Modification 12 38,632 2,171 508

MSFragger-Glyco Mass Offset 12 77,236 4,121 709

MSFragger-Glyco Mass Offset 300 143,136 6,650 957
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